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This research aimed to find out teaching reading narrative text by using 
two stay two stray strategy at the ninth grade of SMPN 6 Masamba. 
The research applied pre-experimental design. The population of this research of 
SMPN 6 Masamba, consisted of 28 students. In this research, the researcher used 
purposive sampling technique, the writer took the ninth grade students of SMPN 6 
Masamba as sample, the number of sample was 20 students.  
The result of the research found that, teaching reading narrative text is 
effective in improving students‟s reading ability by using two stay two stray 
strategy at the ninth grade of SMPN 6 Masmaba in 2017/2018 academic year. The 
improvement is proved by calculating the different of both tests (pre-test and post-
test) by using P-Value analysis, where the result of P-Value is 0,00. The value of 
  is 0,05. The P-value is smaller than   (0,00<0,005). The mean score of post-test 
class was higher than the mean score of pre-test (64,50 >37,50). It indicated that 
teaching reading, especially narrative text with using two stay two stray  strategy 

















A. Background  
Reading is an important part of learning because it is the chosen 
instrument to widen knowledge. In learning language, one of the aspects that 
should be improved is reading. In daily life, it is very important to get information 
from every reading passage, especially in learning English. Reading is one of the 
basic skills in English which is not simply translating word by word but need to 
be acquired during language course. Alderson (2000) defines reading as an 
enjoyable, intense, private activity, from which much pleasure can be derived, and 
in which one can become totally absorbed. Additionally,Nunan (2003) states that 
reading is fluent process of readers combining information from a text and their 
own background knowledge to build meaning.
1
  
However reading always has a purpose. It is something that we do every 
day, it is an integral part of our daily lives, taken very much for granted and 
generally assumed to be something that everyone can do. Reader typically uses 
background knowledge, vocabulary, grammar, knowledge, experience with text 
and other strategies to help students in writing the text. Reading is an important 
skill in learning English, basically reading deals with ability of people in calculate 
a written text, and understanding meaning that is convey in it. Reading is complex 
cognitive process of decoding symbols for the intention of deriving meaning and 
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constructing meaning. Reading, as one of language skill has very important role. 
The students should comprehend the Reading for certain purpose however it 
needs a practical and suitable method.  
Based on the result of the observation in SMPN 6 Masamba on 8
th
 April 
2017, there were many students are not able to comprehend the text because they 
do not get the meaning of the words. Only few students can express what they 
think orally by their first language, but, they cannot express it in English. If they 
try to read text, they cannot get main point of the text because of lacking 
vocabulary. So it makes the teaching learning process there do not run well. 
The problem appears when the students Reading teacher is hard to invite 
students to read the text English language, students are very lacking Reading and 
confused in get the meaning of text. Therefore the students do not pay attention to 
their teacher because the teacher uses bored technique or method in teaching 
English. Thus, the researcher tries to implement the new way of teaching in that 
school in attempt to motivate students in Reading. 
In comprehending a text, students must able to understand getting the main 
idea, and getting specific information from Reading activity, after that they will be 
able to find the answer of the question. For that reason, the researcher tries to find 
out the strategy which hopefully can improve students reading ability. The 
researcher tries to apply one of the strategies of learning, to reveal the two stay 
two stray strategy can improve students‟ skills reading in the narrative text.  
Based on the reasons above, the researcher was interested in conduct a 
research entitled “Teaching Reading Narrative Text By using two stay two stray 
strategy at the Ninth Grade of SMPN 6 Masamba”. 
 
B. Problem Statement 
Based on the importance of the research and the effort to improve 
students‟ understanding, the researcher would like to formulate the problem of the 
research as follows: 
Is two stay two stray strategy effective to improve the students skills in 
learning reading narrative text at the ninth Grade of SMPN 6 Masamba ?  
C. Objective of the study 
Relating to the problem statements above, the objective of the study is to 
find out whether the two stay two stray strategy effective to improve the students‟ 
reading skills in learning reading narrative text at the ninth grade of SMPN 6 
Masamba. 
D. Significance of the study 
The significances of this research study are:  
1. Theoretically, this research supports the theory about the two stay two 
stray strategy. 
a. The purpose of this research is to find out the two stay two stray 
strategy in teaching reading narrative text.  
b. The result of the research is expected to be significant contribution 
to knowing of two stay two stray strategy or theory of two stay two 




2. Practically  
a. The teacher, this research is hopefully to be very meaning full 
information, reference and to help the teacher is easy in teaching 
reading narrative text for the students enjoy in studying. 
b. The students, to give contribution and solution in learning English 
especially in improving their reading skill. 
c. The further researcher, to give information and contribution about 
teaching reading narrative text by using two stay two stray 
strategy. 
E. Scope of the study 
This research focused by discipline, this study is under English language 
teaching. Teaching narrative text in order to improved the students reading skill.  
F. Definition of term 
To get general understanding about the title of this research, the researcher 
gives the definition of some important terms related to the title:  
1. Reading is a process for the student to understand the text in English 
Language and get information. Reading comprehension is a major pillar in 
the activity of reading in which a reader build understanding of a text. 
Combines the logical thinking that is owned by a collection of letters, 
words and sentences in the text. 
2. Narrative text is a story with complication or problematic events and it 
tries to find the resolutions to solve the problems. An important part of 
narrative text is the narrative mode, the set of methods used to 
communicate the narrative through a process narration. 
3. Two stay two stray strategy is one of cooperative learning that students are 
grouped and by which each the group can share information one another. 
Each member of each group has his/her own responsibility (two students 
become, stayers and two others become stayers). In this strategy, four 
group members work together to solve a problem. Then, two members of 
each group visit another group to look for other information and to 
compare and discuss their ideas. While two other members stay in their 
group to welcome guests from another group and explain the result of their 
group discussions to the guests. Next, the strayers rejoin their original 
group to share what they have learned from the visited group. Finally, the 






REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Previous Research Findings 
Many researchers have report to expose the identification of student‟s 
achievement in learning English to make the teaching and learning process more 
effective some of the researchers‟ findings are concisely below: 
1. Maharani Tanjung in her thesis which the title “the effect of TSTS (Two 
Stay Two Stray) technique to the students‟ reading ability at the ninth 
grade in SMKN 1 Kediri”. This research is to measure the effect of TSTS 
technique to the students‟ reading ability. Based on the result of this 
research which obtain TSTS (two stay two tray) technique has significant 
effect to the students‟ reading ability for the tenth grade students of SMK 
Negeri 1 Kediri.
2
 The similarity the previous in this research was focused 
on how to use two stay two stray strategy in teaching English. The 
research use experimental method. While the difference between this 
research with previous research above is reading ability. In this research 
the researcher focused on reading with narrative text through two stay two 
stray strategy to improve students‟ reading skill. 
2. Mely Azini Prastika in her thesis which the title “The Effectiveness Of 
Two Stay Two Stray Technique to Teach Narrative Text Writing at the 
tenth grade students of SMA N 1 Seponti Jaya”. This research was 
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conducted to find out the effectiveness of two-stay two-stray (TSTS)  
technique to teach narrative text writing. Based on the result of this research, 
the use of two stay two stray can increase the students‟ achievement in writing 
narrative text, two stay two stray technique helped the students to write easily 
because they wrote it in group. This technique also made the students improved 
their ability in writing.
3
 The similarity the previous in this research was 
focused on how to use two stay two stray strategy in teaching English. 
While the difference between this research and previous research above is 
the research use Quasy-experimental study and the research was focused 
in writing. In this research the researcher use Pre-experimental study and 
focused on reading with narrative text through two stay two stray strategy 
to improve students‟ reading skill. 
3. Halmiah in her thesis which title “Teaching Causative Verb By Using Two 
Stay Two Stray Strategy at the second year of MAN Masamba.” The 
objective of this research is to find out whether or not the two stay two 
stray strategy effective to improve their grammar skill in learning 
causative at the second year of MAN Masamba. Based on the result of this 
research the two stay two stray strategy has effective to improve students‟ 
grammar skill.
4
 The similarity the previous in this research was focused on 
how to use two stay two stray strategy in teaching English. The research 
uses experimental method. While the difference between this research with 
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previous research above is the research was focused in grammar, in this 
research the researcher focused on reading with narrative text through two 
stay two stray strategy to improve reading skill. 
B. Definition of Reading 
Reading is one of the basic language skills to be learned, especially by 
students. Reading is very necessary for them to make progress in their academic 
achievement. Through reading they will get a lot of information and knowledge. 
Anderson et al. (1985) defined reading as the process of making meaning from 
written texts. It needs the harmony of a lot of related sources of information. 
According to Wixson, Peters, Weber, and Roeber (1987), reading is the process of 
creating meaning that involves: (a) the reader's existing knowledge; (b) the text 
information; and (c) the reading context. Grabe (1991 as cited in Alyousef 2005) 




From this point of view, the researcher sum up that reading is about 
understanding written text it is complex activity that involves both perception and 
thought. Reading is the way to know and to understand from the literature that we 
read. 
There are three models for the second-language reading process: the 
bottom-up model, the top-down model, and the interactive model.  
1. The Bottom-up Model  
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Carrell (1989 as cited in Ahmadi & Pourhosein Gilakjani 2012) said that 
the main focus of this model is the smaller units of a text like letters, words, 
phrases, and sentences. The reader reads all of the words in a phrase, or a sentence 
before understanding it. This model starts with decoding the smallest linguistic 
units, particularly phonemes, graphemes, and words and then makes meaning 
from the smallest to the largest units. The reader uses his/her background 
knowledge to the information that they find into the texts. There are some 
difficulties in this model. One of the drawbacks is that the reader is successful in 
reading when he/she deciphers the linguistic units and understands the connection 
between words. The reader is not able to keep in his/her memory the meaning of 
every word. The other difficulty is that it is not possible to connect one word to 
the other words.   
2. The Top–down Model 
Goodman (1967 as cited in Ahmadi & Pourhosein Gilakjani 2012) stated 
reading as a “psycholinguistic guessing game” in which readers apply their 
previous knowledge to relatewith a text and to connect these to new information 
found in the text in order to understand it.The readers do not read every word of a 
text but they focus on identifying the next words.They try to guess the meaning of 
words or phrases. Readers begin forecasting from the titleof the reading text that 
permits them to restrict the scope of their reading. Then they assumethe message 
the writer wants to transfer and change their hypotheses based on what they readin 
the text. Comprehension starts with higher levels of processing and continues to 
the application of the lower levels (Nuttall, 1996 as cited in Ahmadi & Pourhosein 
Gilakjani 2012).   
3. The Interactive Model  
According to Rumelhart (1977), Nunan (1990), and Grabe (1991),the 
effective reading needs both top-down and bottom-up decoding. L2 readers can 
use top-down reading to make up for deficits in bottom-up reading. To obtain 
meaning, they apply their schemata to make up for the absence of bottom-up 
knowledge (as cited in Ahmadi & Pourhosein Gilakjani 2012).According to 
Stanovich (1980 as cited in Ahmadi & Pourhosein Gilakjani 2012), this model is 
based on information from various sources like orthographic, lexical, syntactic,  
semantic knowledge, and schemata. While readers are reading, decoding 
processes support each other. If they do not understand texts, they should apply 
their previous knowledge tohelp them. Readers who are dependent on top-down 
model use textual signs and inferthemeaning but they should make up for 
deficiencies like weaknesses in word identification and lack of effective bottom-
up processing. This model results in the most effective processing of texts. 
Teachers should find reading instructions according to this model to boost L2 
readers‟ skills. The mutual teaching method is a reading instruction that is based 
on the interactive model. It involves four principal reading strategies.
6
 
According to Carol Gorman, there are ten reasons for reading: 
a. Reading helps you become an interesting person. 
b. Reading helps you learn how to wrote correctly. 
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c. Reading develops your imagination. 
d. Reading entertains you. 
e. Reading teaches you about things unfamiliar to you. 
f. Reading takes you to place you never visited. 
g. Reading takes you times you never experienced. 
h. Reading introduces to new ideas. 
i. Reading is fun.7 
C. Kinds of Reading 
As reference to the conception of reading comprehension highlighted in  
preceding discussion, there are four types of classroom reading performance such  
as : (1) reading aloud,  (2) silent reading, (3) intensive reading, (4) extensive  
reading. 
1. Reading Aloud  
The aim of reading aloud is to recognize the sound of the words in the text, 
this oral reading suitable for the beginning and intermediate levels. Oral reading 
can serve as an evaluate check and add some extra student participant if the 
teacher want to highlight a certain short segment of reading passage. 
 Some activities that the teacher can use in reading aloud like guessing 
game, pictures description and missing letters to develop the students‟ reading 
comprehension. If one student is reading aloud, the teacher ask to the other 
students to pay attention to the next part of the text being read rather than listen to 
their friends. 
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Kenneth (2001:309) states the teacher must first make the distinction 
between reading aloud and reading for comprehension, since the term reading is 
often used for both. Practice in reading aloud is a preliminary step to both reading 
for comprehension and writing. Before the students can do either very well, the 
connection between the sound and its written symbol needs to be firmly 
established.  
In addition, Bell (2011:115) explains that read text aloud serves four 
purpose for the readers: (1) to analyse the text a literary critic, (2) to grow and to 
develop as performer, (3) to communicate a message to the audience, (4) to 
perform an artistic creation. All of these apply to oral reading and should be 
extension of the classroom literary and language arts activities in short story, 
poetry and children‟s fict ion. In general oral reading fluency provides one of the 
best, measures of readings competence including comprehension.   
2. Silent Reading  
In general assumption about reading is the students to improve their 
reading ability in reading a lot. Studies also have shown that the amount of time 
spent for reading is related to students‟ reading comprehension and vocabular y 
growth; they also develop more positive attitudes toward after silent reading 
sessions.  
Students like silent reading because it is quite, which much indication that 
is the only quite time in their entire day. Readers responded that since no one 
watches them they are not so worried when they make mistakes.   
Silent reading is the opposite of reading a lot this activity is really intended  
to improve the students‟ comprehension. They have to find out what is the content  
of reading text. The student will use al, their semantics and syntax ability to 
predict the meaning of the whole text.   
3. Intensive Reading  
Intensive reading calls students‟ attention to grammatical forms, discourse 
markers, and other surface structure details for the purpose of understanding 
literal meaning, implication rhetorical relationship, and the like.  
Grelet (2011:205) states intensive reading is usually concerned with 
shorter text for the student, it will be easier to extract specific information shortly, 
intensive reading is basically and essentially applied for information by doing this 
activity the students surely hope to find out something new in order to grasp and 
draw on different lexical clues and structural devices to extract meaning from 
different text as marked. 
Some reading activity, including intensive reading, is certainly an activity 
with a purpose. The purpose of the reader determines the way in which they treat 
the reading material and the comprehension skills they need to use. 
Comprehension is defined as a text of skill, which develops over time as complex  
process involving all aspects of a deficiency in any aspect of reading interferes 
with the comprehension process.  
4. Extensive Reading  
In extensive reading, the students are reading in quantity, without 
bothering to check every unknown word structure. The main purpose in helping 
the classes with extensive reading should be train the students to read fluently in 
English for their enjoyment and with no help or guidance from the teacher.  
Grellet (2011:208) states that extensive reading is a fluency activity 
involving globing or holistic understanding of much longer reading text  The topic 
of the text is usually different kind and they badly meet the interest and concern of 
the readers themselves. Extensive reading activities are therefore and it is usually 
done for one‟s pleasure or enjoyment.   
Extensive reading is carried out achieve a general understanding of a text. 
All pleasure reading is extensive. Technical, scientific, and professional reading 
can also extensive. The letter, sometimes involves skimming and scanning as 
strategies for gaining the general sense of a text. After the students have done pre 
reading activity, skimmed for the gist, and scanned for come key details extensive 
reading is quite simply a relatively rapid and efficient process of reading a text for 
global or general meaning. Hedge believes that extensive reading varies according 
to students‟ motivation and school resources. A well-motivated and trained 




D. Aspect of Teaching Creative Reading 
1. Setting the classroom environment 
The creative environment is one in which apparent contradiction exist. 
This environment needs to make students feel psychologically safe and at the 
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same time it must create a tension toward excitement. The student has safety 
without bared and adventure without fear. A second feature is that the student has 
leisure time to create a yet does not feel pressured to do the creating or to 
complete the creation. 
Perhaps the most important feature of the environment needed for creative 
reading is that makes the students feel a need to create. The term creative set is 
often used to describe this feeling that the students must have. Creative set can be 
defined as an attitude anticipation that what is read will prove useful and will be 
applicable to doing something or creating something. Both teachers/lecturer and 
students need to have this creative set in the classroom. 
2. Providing creative reading tasks 
Creative tasks are crucial to creative behavior. Turner and Alexander 
(1975) have given a number of suggestion to teacher/lecturer about the nature of 
assignments that encourage creative reading, including 
a. Give students challenging choices among tasks. 
b. Vary the way in which a student is asked to put his reading to create 
us. If he/she must always respond in writing to a set of question, the tasks soon 
become noncreative. Use all the means of expression available, including oral and 
written language, musical experience, aristic expression, and body movement. 
c. Encourage students to vary and deviate from the tsaks set. 
d. Keep tasks flexible so that individual movement of “mood and 
inspriration” may be utilized.  
e. Maintain a high degree of imaginationin in  the task and task 
descriptions. Be creative and excitive. Change the pattern of tasks often.  
f. Provide as rich a sensory background to the reading task as possible, 
adding dimensions of sound when appropriate. A natural resource for creative 
reading task seems to be stories of high fantasy and imagination. Fairytales, tall 
tales, wonder tales, talking animal stories, myths, and legend all provide, by their 
very imaginative qualities, models for creative thinking.  
 Smith (1969) suggested ta\hat tasks that involves having students 
think about question can be used to simulate creative reading. Questions for recall 
or comprehension differ from creative question; Witry (1974) charted the 
differences in convergent and divergent questions as follow:  
No Convergent questions Divergent questions 
1. As only the information that is in 
the story 
As for information not in the 
story 
2. Do not ask for reader‟s personal 
ideas 
As for reader‟s personal ideas 
3. Ask for correct answers that can 
be determined by analyzing the 
story  
Evoke open-ended, inferred 
response  
4. Focus on the author‟s meaning  Focus on what the reader can 
add 
  
3. Reading the newspaper creatively 
There are several topic such as first, world leader. Give the students a 
chance to write an advice column for leading political figures in the news. Using 
current news and knowledge, they can pretend they are both the leaders and the 
columnist, or they can set up an exchange to answer each other‟s letters. The 
gossip columnist can be paralleled in the same way. Second, photo-essay. 
Newspapers and magazines provide exciting resources for this creative technique. 
With short captions or no captions at all, a story can be told or an idea put across 
using a series of news photos and diagrams. Third, comic page news, comic and 
cartoons are among the newspapers‟ first and biggest attractions to students at any 
level of ages. They can be used in a number of ways that promote a running 
commentary on our society and its values and symbols.
9
 
E. Aspects of Learning to Read 
When a student takes their first steps on their learning to read journey, 
there are five core areas of literacy that they will need to develop in order to 
achieve reading success:  
1. Phonemic Awareness 
Every word is made up of a combination of individual units of sound, 
called phonemes. For instance, the word cat is made up of three individual 
sounds; c/a/t. Phonemic awareness is the ability to hear, identify and manipulate 
these individual units of sound. It is the most fundamental skill children need to 
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acquire when learning to read. Word games, language play, rhymes and simply 
reading are all very effective ways to develop phonemic awareness. 
2. Phonics 
Building directly from phonemic awareness, phonics is a method of 
instruction that introduces students to the link between letters and sounds, known 
as the alphabetic principle. One of the major difficulties students can have when 
learning to read is understand the alphabetic principle. Failure to grasp that 
written spellings represent the sounds of spoken words makes it difficult to 
recognise printed words. There are countless phonics activities available either 
online or in books that can help children develop this critical skill, although these 
activities should always be complemented with regular reading. 
3. Vocabulary 
Every student approached reading with different levels of ability. The 
larger a child‟s speaking and listening, vocabulary, the more words they will be 
able to easily map to their reading and writing vocabularies. Reading a wide 
variety of books is one of the best ways for a child to expand their vocabulary. 
Some of the most fundamental words that a child will learn when starting to read 
are sight words – words like „is‟, „the‟, „and‟, „it‟, etc. that can often be spelled 
irregularly and therefore need to be learned „at sight.‟ The first 100 sight words 
make up more than fifty per cent of most early texts, therefore they are very 
important for a child to develop early on in their reading journey. 
4. Fluency 
Fluency enables readers to quickly span the gap between recognizing a 
word and understanding its meaning. It‟s where the magic of reading takes place. 
Because fluent readers don‟t have to concentrate on decoding words, they can 
focus more on interpreting the meaning conveyed by words and sentences. 
Fluency is something that comes as students develops their phonemic awareness, 
phonics skills and vocabulary. Regular reading practice is essential to developing 
fluency. Reading regularly to students can also provide them with a vocal model 
to help them understand what fluent reading sounds like. 
 
5. Comprehension 
Reading for meaning is the ultimate goal of learning to read. 
Comprehension is a skill that will not only affect a child‟s future reading ability 
but also their academic ability throughout school and beyond. Asking your child 
questions or encouraging them to ask questions about a book they are reading is a 




F. The Principle of Teaching Reading 
a. Reading is not passive skill 
        Reading is an incredibly active occupation. To do it successfully, we have 
to understand what the words mean, see the pictures and the words are painting, 
understand, argument, and work out if we agree with them. 
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b. Students need to be engaged with what they are reading  
        As with everything else in lesson students who are not engaged with the 
reading text not actively interested in what are they doing, are less likely to 
benefit from it when they are really fired up by the topic or the task, the get much 
more from what is in front of them.  
c. Students should be encouraged to respond to the content of a reading text 
no just to the language 
        Of course, it is important to study reading text for the why they use 
language, the number of paragraph they contain of many times they use relative 
clauses. But the meaning the massage of the text, is just as important and we must 
give students a chance to respond that massage in some way it is especially 
important that they should be allowed to express their feeling about the topic 
Thus, provoking personal engagement with it and the language. 
d. Prediction is a major factor in reading 
        When we read text in our own language, we frequently have a good idea 
of the content before we actually read. Book covers give us a hint of what‟s in the 
book, photograph and headlines hints at what articles are about and report look 
like reports before we read a single word. 
e. Match the task to the topic 
        Once decision has been taken about what reading text the students are 
going to read we need to choose and good reading tasks. The right kind of 
question engaging and useful puzzles. The most interesting text can be 
undermined by asking boring and inappropriate questions, the most commonplace 
passage can be made really exciting with imaginative and challenging task. 
f. Good teacher exploit reading text to the useful 
        Any reading text is useful of sentences, words, ideas description. It does 
not make sense just to get students to read it. And then drop it to move on 
something else. Good teacher integrate the reading text into interesting class 
sequence, using the topic for discussion and further tasks, using the language for 
study and later activation.
11
 
G.  Narrative text  
1. Definition of Narrative Text  
Narrative text, since it told a story, is dominantly constructed in past 
tenses. It is logic because every story happened in the past time, happened before 
it is talking as a story. The past tenses can be simple past, past continuous tense, 
and past perfect tense. These three tenses of the past will dominate talking in a 
narrative text. 
Narrative text is a story with complication or problematic events and it 
tries to find the resolution to solve the problems. An important part of narrative 
text is the narrative mode. The set of methods used to communicate the narrative 
through a process narration. The purpose of narrative text is to amuse or to 
entertain the reader with a story. The generic structure as follows:  
1. Orientation Sets the scene: where and when the story happened and 
introduces the participants of the story: who and what is involved in the story. 
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2. Complication Tells the beginning of the problems which leads to 
the crisis (climax) of the main participant. 
3. Resolution The problems ( the crisis ) is resolved, either in a happy 
ending or in a sad ( tragic ) ending 
4. Re-orientation/coda this is a closing remark to the story and it is 
optional. It consisted of a moral lesson, advice or teaching from the writer.
12
 
The narrative text short story telling of a story or an account of a squence 
of events. One of the four traditional forms of composition (along with 
description. exposition, and persuasion). Narrative differs from exposition, which 
can also relate a sequence of events, in that narration need not be factual and may 
be written from the perspective of a character in the text. 
The general purpose in semiotic and literati theory, a narrative is a 
story or part of story. It may be spoken written or imagined, and it will have one 
or more points of view reprinting some or all the participant or observes.
13
 
According to Wahyuni Pratama in Anderson said the narrative text type tells a 
story, in doing so, entertains the audience, makes the audience think about and 
issue, teaches them a lesson, on excite their emotions.
14
 In other words, it can be 
said that a narrative text is retelling a story that is told by the doer or other 
person‟s point of view. 
The human element in narrative is important, we can say that must 
have a human (or human-like) agent who must do something, or something must 
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be done to him or her. Event stories involving animals or inanimate object have 
characters which act like, or have feature of human beings.
15
 Narrative inquiry 
research, like only other research or methodology has advantage and limitation. 
According to bell, the benefits of narrative inquiry include the 
following : (a) narrative involves provides the research with an understanding of 
an experience, (b) narrative gives the research access to stories or themes that the 
story may not even be conscious, (c) narrative highlight changing perspective and 
understanding of people and event as function of time in the evaluation of an 
experience. 
Limitation, according to bell, include the amount time needed to 
commit to extensive indebet research as well as the research (unavoidable) 
imposition of meaning on the subject‟s story. Narrative that become context-free, 
fordable and ready to be used anywhere and anytime for illustrative purpose. 
2. Characteristic of Narrative Text 
A good story is one that takes the reader or listener along with it, one 
that engages their interest and makes them want to know more. An important 
characteristic of most good stories in the extent to which they are written enawible 
written teller to make imaginative contact with the reader hearer. So what 
characteristic might be able to identify in a good story? 
a. Liminaty, identify a good story by its luminal qualities, whereby 
the narrative is some way takes us from the thershold of one experience to 
another. Gerrig talks of the way in which a good story is able to transport (the 
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reader) into the narrative world‟ and provide luminal space in which the reader 
can use their own experience of the world to bridge the gaps in the text. So the 
liminaty of the text embodies certain embiguity, oppenens, and determinacy and 
transport the reader beyond the normal limit so thought, self-understanding, and 
behavior, perhaps opening the way something new.  
b. Creativity, continue to be contested, it is common place to talk of 
writing in terms of its creative qualities. In proposing the idea of narrative 
intelegence of narrative text, Bruner talks of the narrative fusion of memory and 
imagination in the re-invention of our life stories. 
c. Audience engagement, threes is sensei which narrative has to reach 
out to their listener or the reader in order to drown them in to the story being told. 
d. Evaluate criteria with the context, written the context of narrative 
inquiry, the idea of estabili singcriteria for evaluating text is highly problematic. 
e. Substantive contribution, under this criterion we would begin to 
examine the way in which the narrative might be contribution to the contruction 
of knowledge and meaning making. 
f. Aesthetic merit, the aesthetic quality of a narrative relates literally 
toots ability to open our sense (this could be constrated with its anesthetic 
qualities, where in our sense are dulled). 
g. Impact, as being in certain sense a performance then it becomes 
reasonable to asses the impact it might have had upon those who have engaged 
with in some way. 
h. Narrative text themes, themes organize content in order to bring 
out the key messages and the interpretations that the teller to get over. 
3. The Element of Narrative Text 
1. Plot; the squence of events that take place in a story 
2. Setting; the time and the place in which the events of a story 
place. 
3. Characterization; the method used to present the personality of 
a characteristic in narrative: 
a. Direct, the author describes the character. Example; she was large woman with 
a large purpose. 
b. Indirect, the reader judges what the character is like based on what the say or 
do, or what other characters say about them. 
4. Conflict, the central problem that drives the action of a story. (two 
main types) 
a. Internal: The conflict happens is  a character‟s mind 
b. External: The conflict happenes between characters, or between a character and 
some outside force, like nature. 
  3. Kinds of narrative text  
  There are three kinds of narrative text. According to Djatmaika and 
Wulandari in nurhasanah that, narrative text divide into three types.
16
 
a. A true story 
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 A true story is a personal axperience of a character in the story. It is 
made based on the fact that the character found in his/her life. This story is an 
interesting experience of the character in a specific time in his/her life. 
b. A fable story 
A fable is a kind of narrative text with the main character is an animal 
that has an attitude like humans. 
c. A folk tale story 
A folk tale is a typical of fairy or legend story. It tells about magical 
story. Many people are interested in folk tales, because it is usually told about 
something magic, legends and romance. 
4. The Language feature of Narrative Text. 
Language features is selected for intensive study acros more than one 
topic or text type based on the courses objectives. The curriculum for junior high 
school describes the language features of narrative text as follow.
17
 
a. Using processes verbs. 
b. Using temporal conjuction. 
c. Using simple past tenses. 
d. Using adverb of time. 
e. Using specific character. The character of the story is specific, not general. 
f. Action verbs. A verb that shows an action. 
5.  Example of Narrative Text 
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The following story is the example of narrative text and also including 




The Legend of Malin Kundang 
 
A long time ago, in a small village near the beach in  West 
Sumatra, a woman and her son lived. They were Malin Kundang 
and her mother. Her mother was a single parent because Malin 
Kundang's father had passed away when he was a baby. Malin 
Kundang had to live hard with his mother. Malin Kundang was a 
healthy, dilligent, and strong boy. He usually went to sea to catch 
fish. After getting fish he would bring it to his mother, or sold the 
caught fish in the town.   
One day, when Malin Kundang was sailing, he saw a 
merchant's ship which was being raided by a small band of pirates. 
He helped the merchant. With his brave and power, Malin 
Kundang defeated the pirates. The merchant was so happy and 
thanked to him. In return the merchant asked Malin Kundang to 
sail with him. To get a better life, Malin Kundang agreed. He left 
his mother alone.  
Many years later, Malin Kundang became wealthy. He had 
a huge ship and was helped by many ship crews loading trading 
goods. Perfectly he had a beautiful wife too. When he was sailing 
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his trading journey, his ship landed on a beach near a small village. 
The villagers recognized him. The news ran fast in the town; 
“Malin Kundang has become rich and now he is here”.  
An old woman ran to the beach to meet the new rich 
merchant. She was Malin Kundang‟s mother. She wanted to hug 
him, released her sadness of being lonely after so long time. 
Unfortunately, when the mother came, Malin Kundang who was in 
front of his well dressed wife and his ship crews denied meeting 
that old lonely woman. For three times her mother begged Malin 
Kundang and for three times he yelled at her. At last Malin 
Kundang said to her "Enough, old woman! I have never had a 
mother like you, a dirty and ugly woman!" After that he ordered 
his crews to set sail. He would leave the old mother again but in 
that time she was full of both sadness and angriness. Finally, 
enraged, she cursed Malin Kundang that he would turn into a stone 
if he didn't apologize. Malin Kundang just laughed and really set 
sail 
 
In the quiet sea, suddenly a thunderstorm came. His huge 
ship was wrecked and it was too late for Malin Kundang to 
apologize. He was thrown by the wave out of his ship. He fell on a 
small island. It was really too late for him to avoid his curse. 
Suddenly, he turned into a stone. 
Resolution 
H. Concept of Two Stay Two Stray Strategy  
One of the co-operative learning models is the Two Stay Two Stray (TSTS 
model). TSTS was developed by Spencer Kagan (1994). According to Sulisworo 
and Suryani (2014), the TSTS structure is one type of co-operative learning group 
technique which provides opportunities to share results and information to other 
groups. This alternative method can be preferable because a lot of teaching-
learning activities are characterized by individual activities where students work 
alone and are not allowed to see the work of other students while in real life, 
outside of school, in work-life, people are interdependent on one another.  
  This co-operative learning strategy promotes discussion both individually 
and in groups with individual and group accountability. This strategy is beneficial 
for reviewing and integrating subject matters. Students with special needs often 
get benefits when this strategy is used. After direct instruction of the materials, the 
group supports each member and provides opportunities for practice, rehearsal, 
and discussion of the content of the text material. 
  Kagan stated that (1994) TSTS is a co-operative learning strategy that is 
an improvement from Kagan‟s One Stay-Three Stray. TSTS will work well if 
students have a product or information to share. It also gives students experience 
in gathering information and reporting back to their teammates. Kagan (1994) also 
added that TSTS strategy is essentially a group discussion model. Each member 
of each group has his/her own responsibility (two students become „strayers‟ and 
two others become „stayers‟). In this strategy, four group members work together 
to solve a problem. Then, two members of each group visit another group to look 
for other information and to compare and discuss their ideas. While two other 
members stay in their group to welcome guests from another group and explain 
the result of their group discussions to the guests. Next, the strayers rejoin their 
original group to share what they have learned from the visited group. Finally, the 
group representative gives the group report to the whole class. 
Sukmana (2010) says that the following procedures will exemplify how to 
use this technique to teach reading comprehension:  
1. The teacher will divide the class into six groups where each group  contains 
four members (assuming 24 students in the class).  
2. The teacher distributes the same short reading text to each group.  
3. Each group member has to underline difficult words in the  reading text. Then, 
each of them tries to help the others to understand the difficult words by using a 
dictionary or directly telling their friends the meaning of the words.   
4. Each group will send two of their members as “representatives” to two 
different groups to share information about the reading text. For example, group 1 
will send one member to group 2 and one to group 3. The other Groups will do the 
same thing.   
5. Those that stay in the group will “welcome” their two guests and share their 
group‟s information with them.   
6. The teacher has to make sure that everyone in the class has opportunities to 
speak with equal time. So, he must indicate when someone has to speak or stop 
speaking by ringing a bell or clapping his hands. In this case, the teacher is the 
time keeper.   
7. All “representatives” then return to their initial group and share the information 
they got from the other groups with their own group.   
8. The teacher then announces that all students should take an individual quiz in 
which each group member will bring his/her score to their group and then they 
will combine all their scores. Each group should have a total score of at least 300. 
If they get less than 300, all group members should take the test again.   
9. Next, each student will take an individual reading quiz in which they have to 
answer 10 questions related to the reading text they have just discussed. 
10. After the teacher gives them their individual scores, they will combine their     
score with the scores from their other group members.
19
 
  Steps in learning two stay two stray strategy terminological Nadya in Eni are 
as follow:  
1. Formating heterogeneous group. Development a group in the class a given by 
the teacher know cleaver student and poor student. Developing in this group has 
to get heteregoneous character. Students in the other groups consitute mixture of 
cleaverness, zoom, gender and tribe. So won‟t find group that cleaver students and 
the other say.  
2. Material explanation and group activity. The teacher give information on the 
pleases with activity that did by students and relevansi is activity  with tutorial 
material. Upon teacher give study mteria, the students must make a group. The 
teacher give task and each group work it. If the student getting trouble in the 
interprestasi material, the students can ask for teacher help.  
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3. Groups decides the most answer really and ensuring each member in the group 
to understand that answer.  
4. After finishing. Two person each groups will leave its groups on call deatlout 
their job and information result to expect their guest.  
5. Guest take leave and return to their own group and report their finding of the 
other groups 
6. The groups matches their finding to the other groups.20 
1. The advantages Two Stay Two Stray Strategy  
Learning Two Stay Two Stray Strategy model (Two Remained Two 
Guest) having excess for example:  
a) Can be aplied on all class 
b) The students‟ more studying wherewith. 
c) Gets More orientation to active the students‟ mind 
d) Increasing motivation and student studying result  
e) Giving chance to student to determine alone concept by solves problem. 
f) Giving chance to student as to establish creativity in doing communication 
with the own group. 
g) To accustom the students‟ for attitude opened the friends‟ 
h) Increasing students learned motivation. 
 
2. The disadvantage of Two Stay Two Stray Strategy  
The weaknesses of the two stay two stray strategy  
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a) Needing so long time  
b) The student doesn‟t want studying in the group, particularly which 
unaccustomed learned a group will perceive intern and hard for collaborates.  
c) To learn, need a lot of preparation (material, fund and energy). 
d) Like as the group as ordinary, clever student gains control the way discussion, 
so student that insufficiently clever have few chance to issue its opinion.  
e) The teacher some difficulty to manage in the class.  
  To overcome the weakness above learning two stay two stray startegy. So 
that, before learning process the teacher must be prepare and to form groups 
whom heterogeneous can to locked from gender and academic ability. Formation 
group heterogeneous to give chance for mutually teaches and for mutually to 
support so that make easier management in the class because with existence one 
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I. Conceptual Framework  









The conceptual framework show the process of the research to the develop 
students‟ Reading Narrative text by using two stay two stray strategy, we can see 
that students of SMPN 6 Masamba give some treatment by giving them material, 
so the teacher make students active in learning process in understanding the text. 
The teacher created a good situation in teaching reading to improve students 
reading Skill.  
J. Hypotesis 
1. If probability value (p) <    0,005; H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. It 
means there is significant of students reading ability who are taught 






Two stay Two 
Stray Strategy 




2. If probability value (p) >   0,005; H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. It 
means there is no significant of students reading ability who are taught 




























 This chapter deals with the method of the researcher, population and 
sample procedure of collecting data and technique of data analysis. 
A. Method of the Research  
In this study the researcher used pre-experimental method. This method 
used to know whether by using two stay two stray strategies effective for teaching 
reading narrative text. An experimental method consist of pre-test, treatment, and 
post-test where the design of the research used formula as follows  
Test Treatment Post-test 
O1 X O2 
Where: 
 O1 : Pre-test 
 X : Treatment 
 O2 : Post-test
22
 
B. Variable and Operational Definition 
1. Variable 
The research has two kinds of variable, namely dependent variable 
and independent variable. Dependent variable is students‟ reading skill, while 
independent variable is two stay two stray strategies. 
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2. Operational Definition 
Students reading skill in teaching narrative text by using two stay two 
stray to understand narrative text, achievement of the students reading skill by 
using two stay two stray strategy specially ninth grade students‟ of SMPN 6 
Masamba.  
Two stay two stray strategies is one of strategy in learning process, 
specially apply reading skill. This limitation is based on the consideration that 
have learn object. The text that used in this research was explanation about 
narrative text. 
C. Population and Sample  
1. Population  
The population of this research was ninth grade students of SMPN 6 
Masamba in 2018/2019 academic year. The total population 59 students from 2 
classes, there were class A, class B. 
2. Sample 
The researcher applied purposive sampling technique.
23
Sampling 
technique is taken from achievement level of the students in the class that has the 
highest to lowest value, but it also can represent sample taken from population in 
carefully, knowing the goal to know the students reading of the text read. From 
the number of population, the writer took class B as sample. It contained 20 
students, taken from 28 students in a class. 
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 D. Instrument of the Research 
The instrument of this research was a reading test, the researcher used test 
to measure the students‟ ability to understand the reading text before and after 
giving treatments. In this case, reading test is objective test. The test consisted of 
10 items about narrative text.  
E. Procedure of Collecting Data  
In collecting data, the researcher to the procedure of collecting as follows: 
1. Pre-test  
Before doing treatment, the researcher applied a pre-test. Students in the 
class joined the test. The researcher distributed the test to identify the students‟ 
prior knowledge in reading narrative text. 
2. Treatment  
The treatment in teaching Reading Narrative Text by Using Two Stay Two 
Stray Strategy consisted of some meetings. The steps in teaching Reading 
Narrative Text were as follows: 
1. The First meeting, 
a.  The researcher introduced to students about narrative text, explain 
them what is narrative text, the purpose, and generic structure. 
b. Then, the researcher introduced two stay two stray strategy and how to 
work it. 
c. After that, the researcher gave an example of narrative text entitled 
The Golden Cucumber and asked the students to find out some 
unfamiliar words. 
d. The researcher divided into group of four people of each group to 
apply two stay stray strategies. 
e. The researcher asked the students to comprehend the text in their 
group.  
f. After finishing, each group sent two of their members as 
“representatives” to two different groups to share information about 
reading narrative text (orientation, complication, resolution). 
g. The researcher must indicate when the students speak or stop speaking 
by ringing bell or clapping hands. In this case, the researcher is the 
time keeper. 
h. Guest left and came to their group and reported their finding from the 
other group to their group.  
i. The researcher asked to group to compare and discussed the result of 
their work.  
j. After finishing, the researcher gave chance to one of the students from 
each group to summarize the text and tell orally in front of class.   
2. The second meeting 
a. Give the students‟ narrative text entitled Cinderella to be 
comprehended.  
b. The researcher divided students into group of four people of each 
group.   
c. The researcher asked the students‟ to comprehend the text in their 
group.  
d. After finishing, each group sent two of their members as 
“representatives” to two different groups to share information about 
reading narrative text (orientation, complication, resolution). 
e. The researcher must indicate when the students spoke or stopped 
speaking by ringing bell or clapping hands. In this case, the researcher 
was the time keeper. 
f. Guest left and came to their group and reported their finding from the 
other group to their group.  
g. The researcher asked to each group to compare and discuss the result 
of their work.  
h. After finishing, the researcher gave chance to one of the students from 
each group to summarize the text and tell orally in front of class.   
3. The third meeting.  
a. Give the students‟ narrative text entitled The Ant and The Dove to be   
comprehended. 
b. The researcher divided students into group of four people of each 
group.   
c. The researcher asked the students‟ to comprehend the text in their 
group  
d. After finishing, each group sent two of their members as 
“representatives” to two different groups to share information about 
Reading narrative text (orientation, complication, resolution). 
e. The researcher must indicate when the students spoke or stopped 
speaking by ringing bell or clapping hands. In this case, the researcher 
was the time keeper. 
f. Guest left and came to their group and reported their finding from the 
other group to their group.  
g. The researcher asked each group to compare and discussed the result 
of their work.  
h. After finishing, the researcher gave chance to one of the students from 
each group to summarize the text and tell orally in front of class.   
4. The fourth meeting 
a. Give the students‟ narrative text entitled The Cap Seller and The 
Monkeys to be comprehended. 
b. The researcher divided students into group of four people of each 
group.   
c. The researcher asked the students‟ to comprehend the text in their 
group  
d. After finishing, each group sent two of their members as 
“representatives” to two different groups to share information about 
Reading narrative text (orientation, complication, resolution). 
e. The researcher must indicate when the students spoke or stop speaking 
by ringing bell or clapping hands. In this case, the researcher was the 
time keeper. 
f. Guest left and came to their group and reported their finding from the 
other group to their group.  
g. The researcher asked each group to compare and discussed the result 
of their work.  
h. After finishing, the researcher gave chance to one of the students from 
each group to summarize the text and tell orally in front of class.   
5. The Fifth meeting 
a. Give the students‟ narrative text entitled The Mouse Deer and The Tiger to 
be comprehended. 
b. The researcher divided students into group of four people of each group.   
c. The researcher asked the students‟ to comprehend the text in their group  
d. After finishing, each group sent two of their members as “representatives” 
to two different groups to share information about Reading narrative text 
(orientation, complication, resolution). 
e. The researcher must indicate when the students spoke or stop speaking by 
ringing bell or clapping hands. In this case, the researcher was the time 
keeper. 
f. Guest left and came to their group and reported their finding from the 
other group to their group.  
g. The researcher asked each group to compare and discussed the result of 
their work.  
h. After finishing, the researcher gave chance to one of the students from 




The post-test was conducted to find out the students‟ achievement and 
their progress after giving the treatment about the use two stay two stray strategies 
in reading narrative text.  
F. Technique of Data Analysis 
To give score or get nominal percent which analysis the students‟ active 
perception the research uses the following formula.  
Score =  Total correct answer X 100 
       Total text item 
 
1. The score is classified into criteria interpretation score as follows:  
No Qualification Score 
1. Excellent 90-100 
2. Good 80-89 
3. Fair 70-79 
4. Poor 60-69 
5. Very Poor 0-59 
 (Brown, 2004, P. 287) 
 Calculating the rate percentage of students score by using the following 
formula:  
 P =   F   X 100 
         N 
Where:  
P= percentage  
F= frequency 
N= total sample 
2. Calculating the mean score, finding out the standard deviation of the 
pretest and posttest computing the frequency and the rate percentage of the 















 This chapter consisted of two parts, the first is the findings and the second 
is discussion. The findings deal with the result of the data analysis and the 
discussion deals with explanation of the findings. 
A. Findings 
The findings of the research were showed to describe the result of the data 
that analyzed statically and tabulating data. It comprised of the students score in 
pretest and posttest, classification percentage of students score in pretest and 
posttest.  
1. Pre-test  
In this section, the researcher shows the complete of the students reading 
test pre-test. The researcher calculated the data by using SPSS 22 program. For 
more clearly, it tabulated by following table: 






um Mean Std. Deviation 
Pre-test 20 10.00 60.00 37,50 14,464 
      
Valid N 
(listwise) 
20     
  
  From the table 4.1, it shows that highest score of student is 60 and the 
lowest score is 10. Besides, it also indicates that the mean score of the students‟ 
accuracy in pre-test was 37, 50 and the standard deviation error was 14,464.  
 In other side, the researcher also had written the students‟ score of correct 
answer classification of the frequency and percentage of the result students‟ score 
on pre-test can be seen in the table below:  
Table 4.2 Rate Percentage of Students’ Scoring in pre-test 
No Classification  Score  Pre-test 
Frequency  Percentages  
1 Excellent 90-100 - - 
2 Good 70-80 - - 
3 Fairy 60-50 6 30% 
4 Poor  40-30 10 50% 
5 Bad 20-0 4 20% 
 Total   20 100% 
 
The table above, shows that in pre-test, all students got unexpected score, 
where none of the students got “excellent and good” score. The number of student 
taken as a sample got fairly score were 6 (30%), students got poor score were 10 
(50%) and students got bad score were 4 (20%). It means that all of the students 
reading were still low because all students got unexpected score. 
2. Post-test 
In this section, the researcher shows the complete of the students reading 
test pre-test. The researcher calculated the data by using SPSS 22 program. For 
more clearly, it tabulated by following table: 
Table 4.3 Mean Score of Students` Post-test 
Descriptive Statistics 
 N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 
Deviation 
Post-test 20 40 90 64,50 15,035 
      
Valid N 
(listwise) 
20     
 
From the table 4.3, it shows that highest score of student is 90 and the 
lowest score is 40. Besides, it also indicates that the mean score of the students‟ 
accuracy in post-test is 64,50 and the standard deviation error is 15,035.  
 In other side, the researcher also had written the students‟ score of correct 
answer classification of the frequency and percentage of the result students‟ score 
in pre-test can be seen in the table below:  
Table 4.4 Rate Percentage of Students’ Scoring in post-test 
No Classification  Score  Post-test 
Frequency  Percentages  
1 Excellent 90-100 2 10% 
2 Good 70-80 8 40% 
3 Fairy 60-50 8 40% 
4 Poor  40-30 2 10% 
5 Bad 20-0 - - 
 Total   20 100% 
 
The table above, shows that in post-test score of students become 
different, where we can see from the table above the students got “excellent” 
score 2 (10%), students got “good” score were 8 (40%) and students got 
unexpected score in post-test, where, students got “fairly” score were 8 (40%) and 
“poor” score got 2 (10%) students. 
Besides, the researcher also would present the total mean score and 
standard deviation of pre-test and then compare both of them. The result would be 
presented in to the table descriptive statistic as follow:  
Table 4.5 The mean score and standard deviation of pre-test and post-
test Descriptive statistic 
 N Minimum Maximum Mean  Std. 
Deviation 
Pre-test  
20 10 60 37,50 14,464 
Post-test 
20 40 90 64,50 15,035 






Table 4.5 indicated that the standard deviation in pre-test were 14,464 and 
in post-test were 15,035. It also shows that the mean score of the student in pre- 
test were 37,50 and mean score of the students post-test were 64,50. The result of 
the table above shows that the mean score of students in post-test was higher than 
the mean score of the students in pre-test. It concludes that using two stay two 
stray strategy was effective in teaching reading. 
 
Table 4.6 the paired sample statistic of pre-test and post-test 
Paired Samples Statistics 
 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
Pair 1 Pre-
test 
37,50 20 14,464 3,234 
Post-
test 
64,50 20 15,035 3,362 
 
The paired sample statistics of pre test and post-test above indicate that 
value of standard deviation in pre-test 14,464 and 15,035 in post test. The table 
above also shows that the mean score in pre-test was 37,50 and 64,50 in post test. 
That concluded score improve 37,50 to 64,50. 
Table 4.7 Paired Sample Correlation 
Paired Samples Correlations 
 N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 q1 & q2 20 ,877 ,000 
 
 The table 4.7, paired sample correlation of pre-test present that correlation 
of the students‟ ability before and after giving treatment was 0,887. It means that 
there was a significant correlation of students‟ ability in teaching reading narrative 
text by using two stay two stray strategy at the ninth grade of SMPN 6 Masamba. 
Table 4.8 
The Paired Samples Test of Pretest and Posttest Sample Test 
















Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 






7,327 1,638 -30,429 -23,571 





 Assuming that the level of significant (   = 0,05, the only thing which is 
needed. The degree freedom (df) = N-1, where df = 19, thean t-test is presented in 
the following table 
Variable P-Value   
X1-X2 0,00 0,05 
 
Hypothesis testing 
The table above indicates that the result of statistical analysis for level of 
significance 0,05 with degree of freedom (df) = N-1, where (N) = 20, df = 19. It 
means that the students in teaching reading probably value was smaller than  
  (0,00<0,005). It indicated that the alternative hypothesis (H1) was accepted and 
the null hypothesis (H0) was rejected. It means teaching reading narrative text 
using two stay two stray strategy can improving students‟ reading ability at the 
ninth grade of SMPN 6 Masamba.  
B. Discussion 
Based on the result of testing pre-test and post-test that have described 
above, it can be proved that teaching reading narrative text by using two stay two 
stray strategy at the ninth grade of SMPN 6 Masamba is effective. From that 
definition the researcher concluded that two stay two stray strategy can make 
enjoy and fun the learning process. 
Related to the analysis, the researcher find out that uses of TSTS strategy 
in improve students‟ reading skill at the ninth grade of SMPN 6 Masamba is 
effective. In pre-test the students mean score is 37,50, the researcher concludes 
that the students‟ reading ability was still slow, while students in post-test the 
students mean score is 64,50. The result shows that mean score of students in 
post-test were higher than the mean score of students in pre-test. 
Based on the analysis the table percentages, the students‟ in pre-test. The 
researcher concluded that the students‟ in learning reading were in poor category. 
It was found that none of them got excellent and good. There were 6 respondents 
(30%) classified as fairy 10 respondents (50%) classified as poor 4 respondents 
(20%) classified as bad. It means that most of the respondents were still on lower 
ability in learning reading. 
After giving pre-test researcher gave treatment for five meetings, in the 
treatment the students‟ in SMPN 6 Masamba be expected can understand in 
learning reading narrative text by using two stay two stray strategy, the first the 
students‟ must know about reading narrative text. All of this activity exposed in a 
condition where cooperative learning applied. The students‟ work in group and 
they can share information and the students can solves problem in the group about 
the text by studying in the small group. 
After giving five treatments the researcher gave post-test to know 
respondents‟ improvement in learning reading. In the table of percentage students‟ 
of post-test that researcher found that some improvement of the respondents‟ 
learning reading through cooperative learning. There were 2 respondents (10%) as 
classified excellent, 8 respondents (40%)  as classified good, 8 respondents (40%) 
as classified fairy and 2 respondents (10%)  as classified poor. 
From this research, the researcher can conclude that two stay two stray 
strategy is very helpful in teaching reading and it can make the students‟ more 
active in group discussion, ask question and also share ideas for other students. 
Thus, two stay two stray strategy give impact to the students‟ reading ability 
toward narrative text. 
One of the strategy that can be used in using two stay two stray strategy. 
Two stay two stray was developed by Kagan (1992). In this strategy, each group 
(containing four members) is given an opportunity to share the result of their 
group discussion to other group by sending their two represent to the other groups 
in the class. The other two members will stay within their group and become host 
the guest who are coming from other groups to search information. After the 
researcher use this strategy, the students‟ can improve their skill in learning 
reading narrative text. 
The researcher believed that the right choice of two stay two stray strategy 
in teaching reading narrative text, not only to activate the students mind but also 
open students that teaching reading narrative text is not only always boring 
activity, the students can explain the material to the other students with used two 
stay two stray strategy in teaching reading narrative text without bored. The 
teacher role is only as facilitator for building and developing the knowledge itself. 
Through two stay two stray strategy in teaching reading narrative text the 
students‟ are supposed to have capability to increase their own skill in teaching 























Based on the findings, the researcher would like to concluded that teaching 
reading narrative text by using two stay two stray strategy at the ninth grade of 
SMPN 6 Masamba in 2017/2018 academic year was effective in improving 
students reading ability. This conclusion got stranger with some fact that the 
researcher found when the researcher did data analyzed in finding section. It could 
be proved by test that the mean score of post-test 64,50 was greater than mean 
score obtained pre-test 37,50 were significance different. It means, null hypothesis 
(Ho) was rejected and alternative hypothesis (H1) was accepted. It also proved by 
calculating the difference of both test (pre-test and post-test) by using test 
analysis, where the value of Probably value was smaller than alpha ( ) 
(0,00<0,005). It indicate the alternative hypothesis (H1) was accepted and the null 
hypothesis (H0) was rejected. 
From the data analysis being mentioned in previous chapter, the writer 
concludes that two stay two stray strategy give impact to the students. This 
strategy interested to apply in teaching reading especially in narrative text or the 
other text.  
B. Suggestion  
 
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher presents some suggestion as 
follow:  
1. For teacher, it is better to use strategy learning process because to make 
students were more interested in learn the lesson and can motivate students 
and be active in learning English Language. 
2. The students should improve vocabulary and always read of many texts in 
English because reading is the key to be success. 
3. According to the result of this study the researcher suggest to anyone who 
want to teach English, especially a teacher who want to improve students 
reading skill can use two stay two stray strategy which can be used to 
improve students‟ reading skill.  
4. To improve students‟ knowledge of the English Reading Narrative Text. 
They do not have to just study seriously with more exercise but make the 
situation as enjoy. 
5. For the next researcher, to hope next research would more active to improve 
in learning process in the class to motivate students‟ and improve their skill, 
this research can be one of the references for them in conducting other 
researchers. Furthermore, it is also recommended that other researchers 
develop similar research so that it can reach the perfect target, and can be 
applied in any class and level with less problems. 
Finally, the writer realizes that this research still have some weakness and 
mistakes. Therefore, the writer would like to accept any constructive suggestion to 


















Choose one of the following options (a, b, c or d) which is the best answer by giving 
cross sign (x)! 
Read the text below and answer the questions number 1 to 2. 
The Ant and the Dove 
 
       One hot day, an ant was searching for some water. After walking around for 
some time, she came to a spring. To reach the spring, she had to climb up a blade 
of grass. While making her way up, she slipped and fell into the water. 
 She could have drowned if a dove up a nearby tree had not seen her. 
Seeing that the ant was in trouble, the dove quickly plucked off a leaf and dropped 
it into the water near the struggling ant. The ant moved towards the leaf and 
climbed up there. Soon it carried her safely to dry ground. Just at that time, a 
hunter nearby was throwing out his net towards the dove, hoping to trap it. 
 Guessing what he was about to do, the ant quickly bit him on the heel. 




1. How did the dove help the ant? 
a. Take up the ant.  
b. Giving branch into the river close to the ant. 
c. It plucked a leaf and let it fall into the river close to the ant. 
d. Sitting on a tree and do nothing 
2. What did the hunter do to catch the dove?  
a. He used a gun to shoot the dove. 
b. He throw out net at the dove. 
c. He throw a stone at the dove. 





This text for questions number 3 to 4 
 The Monkeys and The Cap Seller 
 
       Once, a cap seller was passing through a jungle. He was very tired and 
needed to rest. Then, he stopped and spread a cloth under a tree. He placed his bag 
full of caps near him and lay down with his cap on his head. 
 
       The cap seller had a sound sleep for one hour. When he got up, the first thing 
he did was to look into his bag. He was startled when he found all his caps were 
not there. 
 
       When he looked up the sky, he was very surprised to see monkeys sitting on 
the branches of a tree, each of the monkeys is wearing a cap of on its head. They 
had evidently done it to imitate him. 
 
       He decided to get his caps back by making a humble request to the monkeys. 
In return, the monkeys only made faces of him. When he begun to make gesture, 
the monkeys also imitated him. 
 
       At last he found a clever idea. " Monkeys are a great imitator," he thought. So 
he took off his own cap and threw it down on the ground. And as he had expected, 
all the monkeys took off the caps and threw the caps down on the ground. 
Quickly, he stood up and collected the caps, put them back into his bag and went 
away. 
(https://freeenglishcourse.info) 
3. What did the seller finally do to get his caps the back? 
a. He threw the monkeys with stones. 
b. He pretended to sleep again. 
c. He took off his cap and threw it down on the ground. 
d. He threw his bag down on the ground. 
4. Why was each monkey wearing a cap?  
a. They liked them. 
b. They had stolen the cap. 
c. They were teasing the cap seller. 
d. They were imitating the cap seller. 
 
This text for questions number 5 to 6 
The Mouse Deer And The Tiger 
 
       One day,  there was a mouse deer. He was thirsty so he wanted to drink on the 
river. 
When the mouse deer came next to the river, a tiger approached him and wanted 
to eat him. Of course the mouse deer tried to escape, but the tiger run faster and 
caught him. In that dangerous situation the mouse deer thought hard how to 
escape the tiger. Then he got idea and said to the tiger, “Listen! Your mightiness 
and toughness are all great! But I have my own king. He has a greater strength 
than yours! I am sure that nobody can match his powers!”  Because the tiger felt 
taunted, he declared that he would challenge the mouse deer‟s king. 
       Next the mouse lead the tiger to the river, and said, “Now Look at the water. 
You will see my king” Foolishly the tiger looked in the river and surely saw 
another tiger in the water. Then he growled, but the tiger in the river imitated to 
growl too. Because of his too high self pride, the  tiger jumped into the water, and 
wanted to fight. He was believing there was another tiger in the water. The mouse 
deer took that opportunity to escape. After fighting with himself in the river, the 
tiger realized that he was fooled by the mouse deer. 
(https://brainly.co.id) 







6. After reading this story, we can learn that... 
a. We have to behave like the mouse deer. 
b. We have to be careful with the mouse deer. 
c. We have to find a way to save ourselves from danger. 
d. We have to be careful with the tiger. 
 
This text for questions number 7 to 8  
 
THE GOLDEN CUCUMBER 
 A long time ago, there was a farmer and his wife. They lived happily in a 
village near a forest. Unfortunately, they did not have any child. Every day they 
prayed to God for a child. One day, a giant passed their home. He heard their 
prayers and gave them a cucumber seed. “Plant this seed, and you will have a 
daughter. But on her 17
th
 birthday, you must give her to me,” said the giant. 
 Months later, a golden cucumber grew from the seed and became bigger 
and bigger. When it was ripe, they cut the cucumber and they found a beautiful 
baby inside! They were so happy. They named the baby Timun Mas. Timun Mas 
grew into a beautiful girl. They lived happily. On her 17
th 
birthday, the giant 
returned. They were so scared. He wanted to take Timun Mas away. 
The farmer went into the house and he gave a little pouch to Timun Mas. 
“This will help you to fight off the giant. Now, run as fast as you can”. The couple 
were very sad to see their beautiful daughter go. When the giant found out that she 
was not there, he became very angry. He destroyed their house and ran after 
Timun Mas. 
The giant chased Timun Mas steadily closing in on her. Timun Mas took a 
handful of salt and spread it behind her. Suddenly a bamboo forest appeared 
between the giant and her. The giant tried to reach her. After a while the giant 
started getting closer again. Timun Mas took some needles and threw it behind 
her. The needles suddenly became a mud pond. Timun Mas was able to escape 
again. 
But the giant could free himself and chased Timun Mas again. Timun Mas 
threw fish paste. Suddenly there was a large cucumber field. The tired and hungry 
giant ate the fresh cucumber. Soon he became very sleepy and fell asleep. Timun 
Mas was very tired and could not run fast anymore. The giant woke up and chased 
her again. 
Desperately she threw her last magic item, chilies. The chilies grew into 
trees and sorrounded the giant. The trees thorns were as sharp as a knife and the 
giant dead. Timun Mas sank down and walked home. Timun Mas lived happily 
with her parents. They never had to fear the giant again 
(Sukirman.2014.Top Techniques in the teaching of writing.Makassar: Alauddin 
University Press)..  
 7. Why was the giant very angry with a farmer? 
a. A farmer do not gave the golden cucumber to him. 
b. A farmer do not fulfill a promise. 
c. A farmer do not gave the giant a food. 
d. A farmer lie to him. 
 




d. Arrogant.  
 
This text for questions number 9 to 10 
 
Cinderella 
Once upon a time, there was a young girl named Cinderella. She lived 
with her step mother and two step sisters. 
The step mother and sisters were conceited and bad tempered. They 
treated Cinderella very badly. Her step mother made Cinderella do the hardest 
works in the house; such as scrubbing the floor, cleaning the pot and pan and 
preparing the food for the family. The two step sisters, on the other hand, did not 
work about the house. Their mother gave them many handsome dresses to wear. 
One day, the two step sister received an invitation to the ball that the 
king‟s son was going to give at the palace. They were excited about this and spent 
so much time choosing the dresses they would wear. At last, the day of the ball 
came, and away went the sisters to it. Cinderella could not help crying after they 
had left. 
“Why are crying, Cinderella?” a voice asked. She looked up and saw her 
fairy godmother standing beside her, “because I want so much to go to the ball” 
said Cinderella. “Well” said the godmother, ”you‟ve been such a cheerful, 
hardworking, uncomplaining girl that I am going to see that you do go to the 
ball”. 
Magically, the fairy godmother changed a pumpkin into a fine coach and 
mice into a coachman and two footmen. Her godmother tapped Cinderella‟s raged 
dress with her wand, and it became a beautiful ball gown. Then she gave her a 
pair of pretty glass slippers. “Now, Cinderella”, she said; “You must leave before 
midnight”. Then away she drove in her beautiful coach. 
Cinderella was having a wonderfully good time. She danced again and 
again with the king‟s son. Suddenly the clock began to strike twelve, she ran 
toward the door as quickly as she could. In her hurry, one of her glass slipper was 
left behind. 
A few days later, the king‟ son proclaimed that he would marry the girl 
whose feet fitted the glass slipper. Her step sisters tried on the slipper but it was 
too small for them, no matter how hard they squeezed their toes into it. In the end, 
the king‟s page let Cinderella try on the slipper. She stuck out her foot and the 
page slipped the slipper on. It fitted perfectly. 
Finally, she was driven to the palace. The king‟s son was overjoyed to see 
her again. They were married and live happily ever after. 
(https://tiaalexandra.wordpress.com) 
9. What does the story tell about? 
a. It tells about Cinderella and glass slipper. 
b. It tells about Stepmother and stepsister. 
c. It tells about Cinderella. 
d. It tells about Cinderella and her parents. 
 
10. How was the ending of this story? 
a. Cinderella very sad  
b. Cinderella lived happy with her parents 
c. Stepsister lived in the palace with king‟s son  






Choose one of the following options (a, b, c or d) which is the best answer by giving 
cross sign (x)! 
Read the text below and answer the questions number 1 to 2  
 
Cinderella 
Once upon a time, there was a young girl named Cinderella. She lived 
with her step mother and two step sisters. 
The step mother and sisters were conceited and bad tempered. They 
treated Cinderella very badly. Her step mother made Cinderella do the hardest 
works in the house; such as scrubbing the floor, cleaning the pot and pan and 
preparing the food for the family. The two step sisters, on the other hand, did not 
work about the house. Their mother gave them many handsome dresses to wear. 
One day, the two step sister received an invitation to the ball that the 
king‟s son was going to give at the palace. They were excited about this and spent 
so much time choosing the dresses they would wear. At last, the day of the ball 
came, and away went the sisters to it. Cinderella could not help crying after they 
had left. 
“Why are crying, Cinderella?” a voice asked. She looked up and saw her 
fairy godmother standing beside her, “because I want so much to go to the ball” 
said Cinderella. “Well” said the godmother, ”you‟ve been such a cheerful, 
hardworking, uncomplaining girl that I am going to see that you do go to the 
ball”. 
Magically, the fairy godmother changed a pumpkin into a fine coach and 
mice into a coachman and two footmen. Her godmother tapped Cinderella‟s raged 
dress with her wand, and it became a beautiful ball gown. Then she gave her a 
pair of pretty glass slippers. “Now, Cinderella”, she said; “You must leave before 
midnight”. Then away she drove in her beautiful coach. 
Cinderella was having a wonderfully good time. She danced again and 
again with the king‟s son. Suddenly the clock began to strike twelve, she ran 
toward the door as quickly as she could. In her hurry, one of her glass slipper was 
left behind. 
A few days later, the king‟ son proclaimed that he would marry the girl 
whose feet fitted the glass slipper. Her step sisters tried on the slipper but it was 
too small for them, no matter how hard they squeezed their toes into it. In the end, 
the king‟s page let Cinderella try on the slipper. She stuck out her foot and the 
page slipped the slipper on. It fitted perfectly. 
Finally, she was driven to the palace. The king‟s son was overjoyed to see 
her again. They were married and live happily ever after. 
(https://tiaalexandra.wordpress.com) 
11. What does the story tell about? 
e. It tells about Cinderella and glass slipper. 
f. It tells about Stepmother and stepsister. 
g. It tells about Cinderella. 
h. It tells about Cinderella and her parents. 
 
12. How was the ending of this story? 
e. Cinderella very sad  
f. Cinderella lived happy with her parents 
g. Stepsister lived in the palace with king‟s son  
h. Cinderella lived in the palace with the king‟s son 
 
This text for questions number 3 to 4  
 
THE GOLDEN CUCUMBER 
 A long time ago, there was a farmer and his wife. They lived happily in a 
village near a forest. Unfortunately, they did not have any child. Every day they 
prayed to God for a child. One day, a giant passed their home. He heard their 
prayers and gave them a cucumber seed. “Plant this seed, and you will have a 
daughter. But on her 17
th
 birthday, you must give her to me,” said the giant. 
 Months later, a golden cucumber grew from the seed and became bigger 
and bigger. When it was ripe, they cut the cucumber and they found a beautiful 
baby inside! They were so happy. They named the baby Timun Mas. Timun Mas 
grew into a beautiful girl. They lived happily. On her 17
th 
birthday, the giant 
returned. They were so scared. He wanted to take Timun Mas away. 
The farmer went into the house and he gave a little pouch to Timun Mas. 
“This will help you to fight off the giant. Now, run as fast as you can”. The couple 
were very sad to see their beautiful daughter go. When the giant found out that she 
was not there, he became very angry. He destroyed their house and ran after 
Timun Mas. 
The giant chased Timun Mas steadily closing in on her. Timun Mas took a 
handful of salt and spread it behind her. Suddenly a bamboo forest appeared 
between the giant and her. The giant tried to reach her. After a while the giant 
started getting closer again. Timun Mas took some needles and threw it behind 
her. The needles suddenly became a mud pond. Timun Mas was able to escape 
again. 
But the giant could free himself and chased Timun Mas again. Timun Mas 
threw fish paste. Suddenly there was a large cucumber field. The tired and hungry 
giant ate the fresh cucumber. Soon he became very sleepy and fell asleep. Timun 
Mas was very tired and could not run fast anymore. The giant woke up and chased 
her again. 
Desperately she threw her last magic item, chilies. The chilies grew into 
trees and sorrounded the giant. The trees thorns were as sharp as a knife and the 
giant dead. Timun Mas sank down and walked home. Timun Mas lived happily 
with her parents. They never had to fear the giant again 
(Sukirman.2014.Top Techniques in the teaching of writing.Makassar: Alauddin 
University Press)..  
 
13. Why was the giant very angry with a farmer? 
e. A farmer do not gave the golden cucumber to him. 
f. A farmer do not fulfill a promise. 
g. A farmer do not gave the giant a food. 
h. A farmer lie to him. 
 




h. Arrogant.  
 
This text for questions number 5 to 6 
 
The Ant and the Dove 
 
       One hot day, an ant was searching for some water. After walking around for 
some time, she came to a spring. To reach the spring, she had to climb up a blade 
of grass. While making her way up, she slipped and fell into the water. 
 She could have drowned if a dove up a nearby tree had not seen her. 
Seeing that the ant was in trouble, the dove quickly plucked off a leaf and dropped 
it into the water near the struggling ant. The ant moved towards the leaf and 
climbed up there. Soon it carried her safely to dry ground. Just at that time, a 
hunter nearby was throwing out his net towards the dove, hoping to trap it. 
 Guessing what he was about to do, the ant quickly bit him on the heel. 





15. How did the dove help the ant? 
e. Take up the ant.  
f. Giving branch into the river close to the ant. 
g. It plucked a leaf and let it fall into the river close to the ant. 
h. Sitting on a tree and do nothing 
16. What did the hunter do to catch the dove?  
e. He used a gun to shoot the dove. 
f. He throw out net at the dove. 
g. He throw a stone at the dove. 
h. He use branch to catch the dove. 
 
This text for questions number 7 to 8 
The Mouse Deer And The Tiger 
 
       One day,  there was a mouse deer. He was thirsty so he wanted to drink on the 
river. 
When the mouse deer came next to the river, a tiger approached him and wanted 
to eat him. Of course the mouse deer tried to escape, but the tiger run faster and 
caught him. In that dangerous situation the mouse deer thought hard how to 
escape the tiger. Then he got idea and said to the tiger, “Listen! Your mightiness 
and toughness are all great! But I have my own king. He has a greater strength 
than yours! I am sure that nobody can match his powers!”  Because the tiger felt 
taunted, he declared that he would challenge the mouse deer‟s king. 
       Next the mouse lead the tiger to the river, and said, “Now Look at the water. 
You will see my king” Foolishly the tiger looked in the river and surely saw 
another tiger in the water. Then he growled, but the tiger in the river imitated to 
growl too. Because of his too high self pride, the  tiger jumped into the water, and 
wanted to fight. He was believing there was another tiger in the water. The mouse 
deer took that opportunity to escape. After fighting with himself in the river, the 
tiger realized that he was fooled by the mouse deer. 
(https://brainly.co.id) 





18. After reading this story, we can learn that... 
e. We have to behave like the mouse deer. 
f. We have to be careful with the mouse deer. 
g. We have to find a way to save ourselves from danger. 
h. We have to be careful with the tiger. 
 
This text for questions number 9 to 10 
The Monkeys and The Cap Seller 
 
       Once, a cap seller was passing through a jungle. He was very tired and 
needed to rest. Then, he stopped and spread a cloth under a tree. He placed his bag 
full of caps near him and lay down with his cap on his head. 
 
       The cap seller had a sound sleep for one hour. When he got up, the first thing 
he did was to look into his bag. He was startled when he found all his caps were 
not there. 
 
       When he looked up the sky, he was very surprised to see monkeys sitting on 
the branches of a tree, each of the monkeys is wearing a cap of on its head. They 
had evidently done it to imitate him. 
 
       He decided to get his caps back by making a humble request to the monkeys. 
In return, the monkeys only made faces of him. When he begun to make gesture, 
the monkeys also imitated him. 
       At last he found a clever idea. " Monkeys are a great imitator," he thought. So 
he took off his own cap and threw it down on the ground. And as he had expected, 
all the monkeys took off the caps and threw the caps down on the ground. 




19. What did the seller finally do to get his caps the back? 
e. He threw the monkeys with stones. 
f. He pretended to sleep again. 
g. He took off his cap and threw it down on the ground. 
h. He threw his bag down on the ground. 
20. Why was each monkey wearing a cap?  
e. They liked them. 
f. They had stolen the cap. 
g. They were teasing the cap seller. 
h. They were imitating the cap seller. 
 
 
RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN 
(RPP) 
Sekolah  :  SMPN 6 Masamba 
Pelajaran  : Bahasa Inggris 
Tahun Ajar  :  2018/2019 
Topik Pembelajaran :  Reading narrative text 
Kelas   : X1/ 3 (TIGA) 
Pertemuan   :  1 
Waktu   : 1 x 45 Menit 
   
A. Standar Kompetensi : 
3.11     Memahami fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan dari 
text naratif  berbentuk cerita rakyat, sesuai dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
B. Kompetensi Dasar 
4.12 Menangkap makna teks naratif, lisan dan tulis, berbentuk cerita 
rakyat, pendek dan sederhana. 
C. Materi Pembelajaran/Indikator 
- Menemukan tema teks bacaan  
- Menemukan main idea / ide pokok 
- Menemukan info terperinci pada teks bacaan  
D. Tujuan 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu membaca dan menemukan tema teks 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan ide pokok teks  
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan info terperinci pada teks 
E. Materi pembelajaran 
- Narrative text ( fable )  
F. Materi pokok  
 Orientation     : dimulai dengan kalimat once upon time, long time 
ago, for away, 
    Menyebut tokoh cerita dan tempat berlangsungnya 
cerita.  
 Complication : hal yang menjadi inti cerita. 
 Resolution     : kejadian atau peristiwa yang terjadi sebelum cerita 
berakhir. 
THE GOLDEN CUCUMBER 
 A long time ago, there was a farmer and his wife. They lived happily in a 
village near a forest. Unfortunately, they did not have any child. Every day they 
prayed to God for a child. One day, a giant passed their home. He heard their 
prayers and gave them a cucumber seed. “Plant this seed, and you will have a 
daughter. But on her 17
th
 birthday, you must give her to me,” said the giant. 
 Months later, a golden cucumber grew from the seed and became bigger 
and bigger. When it was ripe, they cut the cucumber and they found a beautiful 
baby inside! They were so happy. They named the baby Timun Mas. Timun Mas 
grew into a beautiful girl. They lived happily. On her 17
th 
birthday, the giant 
returned. They were so scared. He wanted to take Timun Mas away. 
The farmer went into the house and he gave a little pouch to Timun Mas. 
“This will help you to fight off the giant. Now, run as fast as you can”. The couple 
were very sad to see their beautiful daughter go. When the giant found out that she 
was not there, he became very angry. He destroyed their house and ran after 
Timun Mas. 
The giant chased Timun Mas steadily closing in on her. Timun Mas took a 
handful of salt and spread it behind her. Suddenly a bamboo forest appeared 
between the giant and her. The giant tried to reach her. After a while the giant 
started getting closer again. Timun Mas took some needles and threw it behind 
her. The needles suddenly became a mud pond. Timun Mas was able to escape 
again. 
But the giant could free himself and chased Timun Mas again. Timun Mas 
threw fish paste. Suddenly there was a large cucumber field. The tired and hungry 
giant ate the fresh cucumber. Soon he became very sleepy and fell asleep. Timun 
Mas was very tired and could not run fast anymore. The giant woke up and chased 
her again. 
Desperately she threw her last magic item, chilies. The chilies grew into 
trees and sorrounded the giant. The trees thorns were as sharp as a knife and the 
giant dead. Timun Mas sank down and walked home. Timun Mas lived happily 
with her parents. They never had to fear the giant again 
 
G. Metode Pembelajaran 
- Two stay two stray strategy 
- Reading 
H. Langkah-langkah  
a. Kegiatan awal  
 Doa 
 Apersepsi 
 Motivasi : menjelaskan pentingnya materi yang akan dipelajari  
b. Kegiatan inti  
Eksplorasi 
- Menyampaikan dan menjelaskan tujuan pembelajaran  
- Guru membentuk beberapa kelompok yang beranggotakan 4-5 
kelompok secara heterogen. 
- Guru membagikan teks bacaan/materi pembelajaran. 
- Melibatkan peserta didik mencari informasi yang luas dan dalam 
topik/tema materi yang akan dipelajari 
- Menggunakan beragam pendekatan pembelajaran, media 
pembelajaran, dan sumber belajar lain 
- Melibatkan peserta didik secara aktif dalam setiap kegiatan 
pembelajaran. 
Elaborasi  
- Memfasilitasi peserta didik melalui pemberian tugas, diskusi, dan 
lain-lain  
- Memberi kesempatan untuk berfikir, mengenalisis, menyelesaikan 
masalah, dan bertindak tanpa ada rasa takut 
- Memfasilitasi pesrta didik dalam proses belajar mengajar. 
c. Kegiatan akhir 
- Siswa diminta membuat rangkuman dari materi mengenai narratif 
teks. 
- Siswa dan guru melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang sudah 
dilakasanakan. 
d. Penutup  
- Memberikan pekerjaan rumah  
- Doa 
I. Sumber/Media Pembelajaran  
 Text narrative  
 Kamus 
 Lembar-lembar soal 
J. Prosedur/Jenis penilaian  
 Teknik : Performance Assesment  
 Bentuk : Responding pada pertanyaan lisan,dialog,tulisan  
 Prosedur penilaian : penilaian akhir 
 Jenis penilaian : penugasan  
Pedoman penilaian 
1. Jenis tes: 
 Tulisan: menjawab pertanyaan di lembar jawaban 
2. Pedoman penilaian :  
 Tiap jawaban yang benar di beri skor 1 
 Nilai maksimal: 100 
 Nilai siswa: skor perolehan X 100 
     Jumlah soal 
 
RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN 
(RPP) 
Sekolah  :  SMPN 6 Masamba 
Pelajaran  : Bahasa Inggris 
Tahun Ajar  :  2018/2019 
Topik Pembelajaran :  Reading narrative text 
Kelas   : X1/ 3 (TIGA) 
Pertemuan   :  2 
Waktu   : 1 x 45 Menit 
   
A. Standar Kompetensi : 
3.11     Memahami fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan dari 
text naratif  berbentuk cerita rakyat, sesuai dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
B. Kompetensi Dasar 
4.13 Menangkap makna teks naratif, lisan dan tulis, berbentuk cerita 
rakyat, pendek dan sederhana. 
C. Materi Pembelajaran/Indikator 
- Menemukan tema teks bacaan  
- Menemukan main idea / ide pokok 
- Menemukan info terperinci pada teks bacaan  
D. Tujuan 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu membaca dan menemukan tema teks 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan ide pokok teks  
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan info terperinci pada teks 
E. Materi pembelajaran 
- Narrative text ( fable )  
F. Materi pokok  
 Orientation     : dimulai dengan kalimat once upon time, long time 
ago, for away, 
    Menyebut tokoh cerita dan tempat berlangsungnya 
cerita.  
 Complication : hal yang menjadi inti cerita. 
 Resolution     : kejadian atau peristiwa yang terjadi sebelum cerita 
berakhir. 
Cinderella 
Once upon a time, there was a young girl named Cinderella. She lived 
with her step mother and two step sisters. 
The step mother and sisters were conceited and bad tempered. They 
treated Cinderella very badly. Her step mother made Cinderella do the hardest 
works in the house; such as scrubbing the floor, cleaning the pot and pan and 
preparing the food for the family. The two step sisters, on the other hand, did not 
work about the house. Their mother gave them many handsome dresses to wear. 
One day, the two step sister received an invitation to the ball that the 
king‟s son was going to give at the palace. They were excited about this and spent 
so much time choosing the dresses they would wear. At last, the day of the ball 
came, and away went the sisters to it. Cinderella could not help crying after they 
had left. 
“Why are crying, Cinderella?” a voice asked. She looked up and saw her 
fairy godmother standing beside her, “because I want so much to go to the ball” 
said Cinderella. “Well” said the godmother, ”you‟ve been such a cheerful, 
hardworking, uncomplaining girl that I am going to see that you do go to the 
ball”. 
Magically, the fairy godmother changed a pumpkin into a fine coach and 
mice into a coachman and two footmen. Her godmother tapped Cinderella‟s raged 
dress with her wand, and it became a beautiful ball gown. Then she gave her a 
pair of pretty glass slippers. “Now, Cinderella”, she said; “You must leave before 
midnight”. Then away she drove in her beautiful coach. 
Cinderella was having a wonderfully good time. She danced again and 
again with the king‟s son. Suddenly the clock began to strike twelve, she ran 
toward the door as quickly as she could. In her hurry, one of her glass slipper was 
left behind. 
A few days later, the king‟ son proclaimed that he would marry the girl 
whose feet fitted the glass slipper. Her step sisters tried on the slipper but it was 
too small for them, no matter how hard they squeezed their toes into it. In the end, 
the king‟s page let Cinderella try on the slipper. She stuck out her foot and the 
page slipped the slipper on. It fitted perfectly. 
Finally, she was driven to the palace. The king‟s son was overjoyed to see 
her again. They were married and live happily ever after. 
 
G. Metode Pembelajaran 
- Two stay two stray strategy 
- Reading 
H. Langkah-langkah  
a. Kegiatan awal  
 Doa 
 Apersepsi 
 Motivasi : menjelaskan pentingnya materi yang akan dipelajari  
b. Kegiatan inti  
Eksplorasi 
- Menyampaikan dan menjelaskan tujuan pembelajaran  
- Guru membentuk beberapa kelompok yang beranggotakan 4-5 
kelompok secara heterogen. 
- Guru membagikan teks bacaan/materi pembelajaran. 
- Melibatkan peserta didik mencari informasi yang luas dan dalam 
topik/tema materi yang akan dipelajari 
- Menggunakan beragam pendekatan pembelajaran, media 
pembelajaran, dan sumber belajar lain 
- Melibatkan peserta didik secara aktif dalam setiap kegiatan 
pembelajaran. 
Elaborasi  
- Memfasilitasi peserta didik melalui pemberian tugas, diskusi, dan 
lain-lain  
- Memberi kesempatan untuk berfikir, mengenalisis, menyelesaikan 
masalah, dan bertindak tanpa ada rasa takut 
- Memfasilitasi pesrta didik dalam proses belajar mengajar. 
c. Kegiatan akhir 
- Siswa diminta membuat rangkuman dari materi mengenai narratif 
teks. 
- Siswa dan guru melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang sudah 
dilakasanakan. 
d. Penutup  
- Memberikan pekerjaan rumah  
- Doa 
I. Sumber/Media Pembelajaran  
 Text narrative  
 Kamus 
 Lembar-lembar soal 
J. Prosedur/Jenis penilaian  
 Teknik : Performance Assesment  
 Bentuk : Responding pada pertanyaan lisan,dialog,tulisan  
 Prosedur penilaian : penilaian akhir 
 Jenis penilaian : penugasan  
Pedoman penilaian 
1. Jenis tes : 
 Tulisan: menjawab pertanyaan di lembar jawaban 
2. Pedoman penilaian :  
 Tiap jawaban yang benar di beri skor 1 
 Nilai maksimal: 100 
 Nilai siswa: skor perolehan X 100 
     Jumlah soal 
 
RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN 
(RPP) 
Sekolah  :  SMPN 6 Masamba 
Pelajaran  : Bahasa Inggris 
Tahun Ajar  :  2018/2019 
Topik Pembelajaran :  Reading narrative text 
Kelas   : X1/ 3 (TIGA) 
Pertemuan   :  3 
Waktu   : 1 x 45 Menit 
   
A. Standar Kompetensi : 
3.11     Memahami fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan dari 
text naratif  berbentuk cerita rakyat, sesuai dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
B. Kompetensi Dasar 
4.14 Menangkap makna teks naratif, lisan dan tulis, berbentuk cerita 
rakyat, pendek dan sederhana. 
C. Materi Pembelajaran/Indikator 
- Menemukan tema teks bacaan  
- Menemukan main idea / ide pokok 
- Menemukan info terperinci pada teks bacaan  
D. Tujuan 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu membaca dan menemukan tema teks 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan ide pokok teks  
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan info terperinci pada teks 
E. Materi pembelajaran 
- Narrative text ( fable )  
F. Materi pokok  
 Orientation     : dimulai dengan kalimat once upon time, long time 
ago, for away, 
    Menyebut tokoh cerita dan tempat berlangsungnya 
cerita.  
 Complication : hal yang menjadi inti cerita. 
 Resolution     : kejadian atau peristiwa yang terjadi sebelum cerita 
berakhir. 
 
The Ant and the Dove 
 
       One hot day, an ant was searching for some water. After walking around for 
some time, she came to a spring. To reach the spring, she had to climb up a blade 
of grass. While making her way up, she slipped and fell into the water. 
 She could have drowned if a dove up a nearby tree had not seen her. 
Seeing that the ant was in trouble, the dove quickly plucked off a leaf and dropped 
it into the water near the struggling ant. The ant moved towards the leaf and 
climbed up there. Soon it carried her safely to dry ground. Just at that time, a 
hunter nearby was throwing out his net towards the dove, hoping to trap it. 
 Guessing what he was about to do, the ant quickly bit him on the heel. 
Feeling the pain, the hunter dropped his net. The dove was quick to fly away to 
safety. 
 
G. Metode Pembelajaran 
- Two stay two stray strategy 
- Reading 
H. Langkah-langkah  
a. Kegiatan awal  
 Doa 
 Apersepsi 
 Motivasi : menjelaskan pentingnya materi yang akan dipelajari  
b. Kegiatan inti  
Eksplorasi 
- Menyampaikan dan menjelaskan tujuan pembelajaran  
- Guru membentuk beberapa kelompok yang beranggotakan 4-5 
kelompok secara heterogen. 
- Guru membagikan teks bacaan/materi pembelajaran. 
- Melibatkan peserta didik mencari informasi yang luas dan dalam 
topik/tema materi yang akan dipelajari 
- Menggunakan beragam pendekatan pembelajaran, media 
pembelajaran, dan sumber belajar lain 
- Melibatkan peserta didik secara aktif dalam setiap kegiatan 
pembelajaran. 
Elaborasi  
- Memfasilitasi peserta didik melalui pemberian tugas, diskusi, dan 
lain-lain  
- Memberi kesempatan untuk berfikir, mengenalisis, menyelesaikan 
masalah, dan bertindak tanpa ada rasa takut 
- Memfasilitasi pesrta didik dalam proses belajar mengajar. 
c. Kegiatan akhir 
- Siswa diminta membuat rangkuman dari materi mengenai narratif 
teks. 
- Siswa dan guru melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang sudah 
dilakasanakan. 
d. Penutup  
- Memberikan pekerjaan rumah  
- Doa 
I. Sumber/Media Pembelajaran  
 Text narrative  
 Kamus 
 Lembar-lembar soal 
J. Prosedur/Jenis penilaian  
 Teknik : Performance Assesment  
 Bentuk : Responding pada pertanyaan lisan,dialog,tulisan  
 Prosedur penilaian : penilaian akhir 
 Jenis penilaian : penugasan  
Pedoman penilaian 
1. Jenis tes: 
 Tulisan: menjawab pertanyaan di lembar jawaban 
2. Pedoman penilaian :  
 Tiap jawaban yang benar di beri skor 1 
 Nilai maksimal: 100 
 Nilai siswa: skor perolehan X 100 















RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN 
(RPP) 
Sekolah  :  SMPN 6 Masamba 
Pelajaran  : Bahasa Inggris 
Tahun Ajar  :  2018/2019 
Topik Pembelajaran :  Reading narrative text 
Kelas   : X1/ 3 (TIGA) 
Pertemuan   :  4 
Waktu   : 1 x 45 Menit 
   
A. Standar Kompetensi : 
3.11     Memahami fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan dari 
text naratif  berbentuk cerita rakyat, sesuai dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
B. Kompetensi Dasar 
4.15 Menangkap makna teks naratif, lisan dan tulis, berbentuk cerita 
rakyat, pendek dan sederhana. 
C. Materi Pembelajaran/Indikator 
- Menemukan tema teks bacaan  
- Menemukan main idea / ide pokok 
- Menemukan info terperinci pada teks bacaan  
D. Tujuan 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu membaca dan menemukan tema teks 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan ide pokok teks  
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan info terperinci pada teks 
E. Materi pembelajaran 
- Narrative text ( fable )  
F. Materi pokok  
 Orientation     : dimulai dengan kalimat once upon time, long time 
ago, for away, 
    Menyebut tokoh cerita dan tempat berlangsungnya 
cerita.  
 Complication : hal yang menjadi inti cerita. 
 Resolution     : kejadian atau peristiwa yang terjadi sebelum cerita 
berakhir. 
The Monkeys and The Cap Seller 
 
       Once, a cap seller was passing through a jungle. He was very tired and 
needed to rest. Then, he stopped and spread a cloth under a tree. He placed his bag 
full of caps near him and lay down with his cap on his head. 
 
       The cap seller had a sound sleep for one hour. When he got up, the first thing 
he did was to look into his bag. He was startled when he found all his caps were 
not there. 
 
       When he looked up the sky, he was very surprised to see monkeys sitting on 
the branches of a tree, each of the monkeys is wearing a cap of on its head. They 
had evidently done it to imitate him. 
 
       He decided to get his caps back by making a humble request to the monkeys. 
In return, the monkeys only made faces of him. When he begun to make gesture, 
the monkeys also imitated him. 
 
       At last he found a clever idea. " Monkeys are a great imitator," he thought. So 
he took off his own cap and threw it down on the ground. And as he had expected, 
all the monkeys took off the caps and threw the caps down on the ground. 
Quickly, he stood up and collected the caps, put them back into his bag and went 
away. 
 G. Metode Pembelajaran 
- Two stay two stray strategy 
- Reading 
H. Langkah-langkah  
a. Kegiatan awal  
 Doa 
 Apersepsi 
 Motivasi : menjelaskan pentingnya materi yang akan dipelajari  
b. Kegiatan inti  
Eksplorasi 
- Menyampaikan dan menjelaskan tujuan pembelajaran  
- Guru membentuk beberapa kelompok yang beranggotakan 4-5 
kelompok secara heterogen. 
- Guru membagikan teks bacaan/materi pembelajaran. 
- Melibatkan peserta didik mencari informasi yang luas dan dalam 
topik/tema materi yang akan dipelajari 
- Menggunakan beragam pendekatan pembelajaran, media 
pembelajaran, dan sumber belajar lain 
- Melibatkan peserta didik secara aktif dalam setiap kegiatan 
pembelajaran. 
Elaborasi  
- Memfasilitasi peserta didik melalui pemberian tugas, diskusi, dan 
lain-lain  
- Memberi kesempatan untuk berfikir, mengenalisis, menyelesaikan 
masalah, dan bertindak tanpa ada rasa takut 
- Memfasilitasi pesrta didik dalam proses belajar mengajar. 
c. Kegiatan akhir 
- Siswa diminta membuat rangkuman dari materi mengenai narratif 
teks. 
- Siswa dan guru melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang sudah 
dilakasanakan. 
d. Penutup  
- Memberikan pekerjaan rumah  
- Doa 
I. Sumber/Media Pembelajaran  
 Text narrative  
 Kamus 
 Lembar-lembar soal 
J. Prosedur/Jenis penilaian  
 Teknik : Performance Assesment  
 Bentuk : Responding pada pertanyaan lisan,dialog,tulisan  
 Prosedur penilaian : penilaian akhir 
 Jenis penilaian : penugasan  
Pedoman penilaian 
1. Jenis tes: 
 Tulisan: menjawab pertanyaan di lembar jawaban 
2. Pedoman penilaian :  
 Tiap jawaban yang benar di beri skor 1 
 Nilai maksimal: 100 
 Nilai siswa: skor perolehan X 100 








RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN 
(RPP) 
Sekolah  :  SMPN 6 Masamba 
Pelajaran  : Bahasa Inggris 
Tahun Ajar  :  2018/2019 
Topik Pembelajaran :  Reading narrative text 
Kelas   : X1/ 3 (TIGA) 
Pertemuan   :  5 
Waktu   : 1 x 45 Menit 
   
A. Standar Kompetensi : 
3.11     Memahami fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan dari 
text naratif  berbentuk cerita rakyat, sesuai dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
B. Kompetensi Dasar 
4.16 Menangkap makna teks naratif, lisan dan tulis, berbentuk cerita 
rakyat, pendek dan sederhana. 
C. Materi Pembelajaran/Indikator 
- Menemukan tema teks bacaan  
- Menemukan main idea / ide pokok 
- Menemukan info terperinci pada teks bacaan  
D. Tujuan 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu membaca dan menemukan tema teks 
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan ide pokok teks  
- Siswa diharapkan mampu menemukan info terperinci pada teks 
E. Materi pembelajaran 
- Narrative text ( fable )  
F. Materi pokok  
 Orientation     : dimulai dengan kalimat once upon time, long time 
ago, for away, 
    Menyebut tokoh cerita dan tempat berlangsungnya 
cerita.  
 Complication : hal yang menjadi inti cerita. 
 Resolution     : kejadian atau peristiwa yang terjadi sebelum cerita 
berakhir. 
The Mouse Deer And The Tiger 
 
       One day,  there was a mouse deer. He was thirsty so he wanted to drink on the 
river. 
When the mouse deer came next to the river, a tiger approached him and wanted 
to eat him. Of course the mouse deer tried to escape, but the tiger run faster and 
caught him. In that dangerous situation the mouse deer thought hard how to 
escape the tiger. Then he got idea and said to the tiger, “Listen! Your mightiness 
and toughness are all great! But I have my own king. He has a greater strength 
than yours! I am sure that nobody can match his powers!”  Because the tiger felt 
taunted, he declared that he would challenge the mouse deer‟s king. 
       Next the mouse lead the tiger to the river, and said, “Now Look at the water. 
You will see my king” Foolishly the tiger looked in the river and surely saw 
another tiger in the water. Then he growled, but the tiger in the river imitated to 
growl too. Because of his too high self pride, the  tiger jumped into the water, and 
wanted to fight. He was believing there was another tiger in the water. The mouse 
deer took that opportunity to escape. After fighting with himself in the river, the 
tiger realized that he was fooled by the mouse deer. 
 
G. Metode Pembelajaran 
- Two stay two stray strategy 
- Reading 
H. Langkah-langkah  
a. Kegiatan awal  
 Doa 
 Apersepsi 
 Motivasi : menjelaskan pentingnya materi yang akan dipelajari  
b. Kegiatan inti  
Eksplorasi 
- Menyampaikan dan menjelaskan tujuan pembelajaran  
- Guru membentuk beberapa kelompok yang beranggotakan 4-5 
kelompok secara heterogen. 
- Guru membagikan teks bacaan/materi pembelajaran. 
- Melibatkan peserta didik mencari informasi yang luas dan dalam 
topik/tema materi yang akan dipelajari 
- Menggunakan beragam pendekatan pembelajaran, media 
pembelajaran, dan sumber belajar lain 
- Melibatkan peserta didik secara aktif dalam setiap kegiatan 
pembelajaran. 
Elaborasi  
- Memfasilitasi peserta didik melalui pemberian tugas, diskusi, dan 
lain-lain  
- Memberi kesempatan untuk berfikir, mengenalisis, menyelesaikan 
masalah, dan bertindak tanpa ada rasa takut 
- Memfasilitasi pesrta didik dalam proses belajar mengajar. 
c. Kegiatan akhir 
- Siswa diminta membuat rangkuman dari materi mengenai narratif 
teks. 
- Siswa dan guru melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang sudah 
dilakasanakan. 
d. Penutup  
- Memberikan pekerjaan rumah  
- Doa 
I. Sumber/Media Pembelajaran  
 Text narrative  
 Kamus 
 Lembar-lembar soal 
J. Prosedur/Jenis penilaian  
 Teknik : Performance Assesment  
 Bentuk : Responding pada pertanyaan lisan,dialog,tulisan  
 Prosedur penilaian : penilaian akhir 
 Jenis penilaian : penugasan  
Pedoman penilaian 
1. Jenis tes: 
 Tulisan: menjawab pertanyaan di lembar jawaban 
2. Pedoman penilaian :  
 Tiap jawaban yang benar di beri skor 1 
 Nilai maksimal: 100 
 Nilai siswa: skor perolehan X 100 













The picture during applying of Two Stay Two Stray Strategy 
 
 















The researcher asked the students and divided the students into group 
  














The students read the text and discussed in the group 
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